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8.5.2 MAP_SEND_AUTHENTICATION_INFO service

8.5.2.1 Definition

This service is used between the VLR and the HLR for the VLR to retrieve authentication information from the HLR.
The VLR requests up to five authentication vectors.

Also this service is used between the SGSN and the HLR for the SGSN to retrieve authentication information from the
HLR. The SGSN requests up to five authentication vectors.

If the user is a UMTS subscriber, the HLR shall return authentication quintuplets. If the user is a GSM subscriber, the
HLR shall return authentication triplets.

If the HLR cannot provide the VLR or the SGSN with triplets, an empty response is returned. The VLR or the SGSN
may then re-use old authentication triplets, except where this is forbidden under the conditions specified in
GSM 03.20 [24].

If the HLR cannot provide the VLR or the SGSN with quintuplets, an empty response is returned. The VLR or the
SGSN shall not re-use old authentication quintuplets.

If the VLR or SGSN receives a MAP_SEND_AUTHENTICATION_INFO response containing a User Error parameter
as part of the handling of an authentication procedure, the authentication procedure in the VLR or SGSN shall fail.

Security related network functions are further described in GSM 03.20 and 3G TS 33.102.

The service is a confirmed service and consists of four service primitives.

8.5.2.2 Service primitives

The service primitives are shown in table 8.5/2.

Table 8.5/2: MAP_SEND_AUTHENTICATION_INFO parameters

Parameter name Request Indication Response Confirm
Invoke id M M(=) M(=) M(=)
IMSI C C(=)
Number of requested vectors C C(=)
Requesting node type C C(=)
Re-synchronisation Info C C(=)
Segmentation prohibited indicator C C (=)
Immediate response preferred indicator U C (=)
AuthenticationSetList C C(=)
User error C C(=)
Provider error O

8.5.2.3 Parameter use

Invoke id

See subclause 7.6.1 for the use of this parameter.

IMSI

See subclause 7.6.2 for the use of this parameter.

If segmentation is used this parameter shall not be present in subsequent segments.

Number of requested vectors

A number indicating how many authentication vectors the VLR or SGSN is prepared to receive. The HLR shall not
return more vectors than indicated by this parameter.

If segmentation is used this parameter shall not be present in subsequent segments.
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Requesting node type

The type of the requesting node (SGSN or VLR).

This parameter shall be present in the first (or only) request of the dialogue. If segmentation is used this parameter shall
not be present in subsequent segments.

Re-synchronisation Info

For definition and use of this parameter see 3G TS 33.102.

If segmentation is used this parameter shall not be present in subsequent segments.

Segmentation prohibited indicator

This parameter indicates if the VLR or SGSN allows message segmentation.

If segmentation is used this parameter shall not be present in subsequent segments.

Immediate response preferred indicator

This parameter indicates that one of the requested authentication vectors is requested for immediate use in the VLR or
SGSN. It may be used by the HLR together with the number of requested vectors and the number of vectors stored in
the HLR to determine the number of vectors to be obtained from the AuC. It shall be ignored if the number of available
vectors is greater than the number of requested vectors.

If segmentation is used this parameter shall not be present in subsequent segments.

AuthenticationSetList

A set of one to five authentication vectors are transferred from the HLR to the VLR or from the HLR to the SGSN, if
the outcome of the service was successful.

User error

One of the following error causes defined in subclause 7.6.1 shall be sent by the user in case of unsuccessful outcome of
the service, depending on the respective failure reason:

- unknown subscriber;

- unexpected data value;

- system failure;

- data missing.

Provider error

See subclause 7.6.1 for the use of this parameter.

**** Next modified section ****

17.7.1 Mobile Service data types
MAP-MS-DataTypes {
   ccitt identified-organization (4) etsi (0) mobileDomain (0)
   gsm-Network (1) modules (3) map-MS-DataTypes (11) version7 (7)}

DEFINITIONS
...
-- authentication management types
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SendAuthenticationInfoArg ::= SEQUENCE {
imsi [0] IMSI,
numberOfRequestedVectors NumberOfRequestedVectors,
segmentationProhibited NULL OPTIONAL,
-- if segmentation is prohibited the HLR shall not send the result within
-- a TC-CONTINUE message.
immediateResponsePreferred [1] NULL OPTIONAL,
-- if present, the HLR may send an immediate response with the available authentication
-- vectors (see § 8.5.2 for more information).
re-synchronisationInfo Re-synchronisationInfo OPTIONAL,
extensionContainer [2] ExtensionContainer OPTIONAL,
...,

     requestingNodeType                   [3] RequestingNodeType             OPTIONAL}

NumberOfRequestedVectors ::= INTEGER (1..5)

Re-synchronisationInfo ::= SEQUENCE {
rand RAND,
auts AUTS,
...}

SendAuthenticationInfoRes ::= [3] SEQUENCE {
authenticationSetList AuthenticationSetList OPTIONAL,
extensionContainer ExtensionContainer OPTIONAL,
...}

RequestingNodeType ::= ENUMERATED {
     vlr  (0),
     sgsn  (1),
     ...}
     -- exception handling:
     -- received values in the range 2-15 shall be treated as "vlr"
     -- received values greater than 15 shall be treated as "sgsn"
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